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WELCOME
To ensure that Greenis blender is in proper condition and you can make the most out of it in years
ahead, please take the time to read through the user manual for proper use and better maintenance.
All content in this manual is for reference only and if you find any information unspecified please inform
us for supplementing purpose in next edition. Its design, workings and accessories are subject to change
without warning due to continual product development.
We hope you enjoy the experience with Greenis as it helps you embark on a journey to richer nutrition
and better health!

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Important Notice:
To ensure safety please read through the manual before using and keep the manual where it is
easily accessible. This product is intended for household use only and please follow instructions of use and assembly in the manual.
Please ensure the current, voltage and frequency are in accordance with the standard in your country.
1. The appliance is not to be used by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction.
2. Children should be supervised when they use the appliance and kept from playing with it.
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To avoid danger of electric shock, please DO NOT immerse the motor base in water (or any other liquid)
or pour water onto the machine.
Please unplug the machine if it is to be in long-time disuse. Unplug the machine before assembling or
disassembling it.
DO NOT operate the machine if experiencing any malfunction of power cord, power plug or in other
forms. Please contact point of sales（local retailer or distributor）as soon as possible.
It may cause fire, electric shock or human injury if using unauthorized parts & accessories or refitting
machine without authorization.
DO NOT leave the machine unattended when it is in use.
When using the machine please ensure water or any other liquid in the jar does not exceed maximum
scale marked on the jar surface.
DO NOT operate the machine with no ingredient or water inside the jar.
Please keep the machine away from intense heat. DO NOT place it on a cloth in case of damage to parts.
This product is intended for indoor use only.
DO NOT use the appliance for more than 30 minutes continuously as the motor may burn out. Use it
again until the appliance has cooled down.（To prolong the service life of the product, please pause for 45
minutes to let the motor cool down after the use.）
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

PRODUCT COMPONENTS

Be careful when handing the sharp cutting blades, emptying the jar and during cleaning.

01.

Be careful if hot liquid is poured into the blender as it can be ejected out of the appliance due to a sudden
steaming.

02.

05.Drive socket
06.Shock-proof pad

03.

07.

Switch off the appliance and disconnect from supply before changing accessories or approaching parts that
move in use.

04.

08.

Please secure the lid and measuring cup in place before use. Do secure the lid when making hot drinks
(soups) and start with low speed as otherwise high speed may lead to liquids splashing to cause injuries.

09.
10.

01.

The motor will automatically stop when encountering work overload as the interior temperature detection
system is activated to protect the machine from risk of burning out. It can only get back to work after
cooling off for 45 minutes.

02.

The product is fitted with sharp blades. Please be careful when cleaning. Do avoid contact with any moving
part.
The product is fitted with tamper and please ensure you use the tamper when the lid is secured on the jar.

09.

03.

DO NOT place any other implement like spoons, forks and knives into the jar as they may cause damage to
blades and other parts.

04.

05.Drive socket

Warning!
Electric Shock !
DO NOT use plug adapter or extension cord.

06.Shock-proof pad

Attention: Failure to follow safety and use instructions shall void the product warranty and
may cause severe damages or injuries.

07.
10.
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08.
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PRODUCT COMPONENTS

HOW TO USE IT
Tap “ ON/OFF ” button to start machine and select desired pre-programmed cycle. Tapping “ ON/OFF ” the
unit will start working as per selected cycle and the time display on touch control panel will show
count-down time. The machine will automatically stop once the count-down time ticks to zero and the cycle
is completed.
(Tap “ ON/OFF ” to stop during the process.)

Cycle

Speed Control Dial
Smoothie

HOW TO USE IT

Recipe

150g Fresh sliced pineapple
500g Ice grains
300ml Pineapple juice

Sauce

500 g Salted peanuts (tamper required)

Juice

1/4 Cucumber 1Celery 1Apple
600ml water 9 ice cube

“ON/OFF”
Tap “ ON/OFF ” button to start or stop cycles.

Speed Control Dial “

”

Rotate the dial clockwise to increase the speed of the blender and anticlockwise to
decrease the speed.
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DEFINITIONS OF BUTTONS UNDER
DIY EDITING MODE

PRECAUTIONS ON PROGRAMMING
STEPS OF RECIPE:
It is essential to tap SAVE “ PULSE ” button to save current step when programming each step.
If a program is merely 1 step,tapping COMPLETE “ ON/OFF ” will save the program which eliminates the use
of SAVE“ PULSE ”button.
A recipe that has been validly programmed will replace previous DIY program.
The machine may beep to indicate of failure if any programming goes wrong. Such failure does not affect or
replace existing recipe program.
To ensure its long service life, the machine is preset at the workload of no more than 30 minutes working
continuously.
The machine will verify the duration of new program is no longer than 15 minutes. Otherwise programming
fails whilst the machine beeps twice to indicate failure.

HOW TO SELF-PROGRAM & RUN A DIY RECIPE:
A recipe program normally consists of several steps to which individual speed and time is corresponded.
Tap and hold DIY button for 2 seconds to enter editing mode whilst the display shows “DIY”. To edit 1st step
(while display shows“S1”). Rotate the speed control dial to select desired speed, And tap“ + “and” - “to
set desired time.Tap “PULSE” button to save the 1st step whilst display shows “S. 01” to indicate success of
step 1 being programmed. Moving to the following steps, such operation method applies to every step of
the way. Each step (S1,S2,S3...) must be saved by tapping “ ON/OFF ”button. The recipe program is
composed of no more than 18 steps.

A recipe program is composed of 18 steps at most. The display will show “FULL” to indicate the full limit for
steps.(The 18th step is still programmable but adding extra step is impossible)
For easier use,the 1st step is forbidden to be at speed “0”. (A failure to set speed other than “0” will disable
1st step to be saved.)
Default recipe for DIY button is ICE CRUSH.
If the last step fails to be saved without tapping SAVE “ PULSE ” button when programming multiple steps,
the program will only include previous steps excluding the last step after tapping COMPLETE “ ON/OFF ”.
Under DIY editing mode a continuous no-operation for 30 seconds will dim the display. A continuous no-operation for 3 minutes will exit DIY editing mode. The steps that have been programmed will not be saved.

After all steps are programmed into DIY button, tap COMPLETE “ ON/OFF ”to save the entire program.
Then the machine will stand by with DIY cycle automatically selected. Tap power button to run the cycle
which has been programmed.

Under DIY editing mode removing the jar will turn off the machine meanwhile exiting editing mode.

As other buttons of cycles,tap DIY and power button to start running DIY cycle.

Repeatable read-write cycles for DIY programming are 100,000 times.
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A valid DIY program will be stored into memory of the machine and last for 20 years whether machine is
connected to power or not.
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CRITERIA ON INGREDIENTS FOR DIY RECIPE:
(1) For speed 1-5 applicable ingredients are roots and leaves of vegetables, fruits and the like. The adequate
proportion for ingredients and water is 2:3. Ensure that the volume does not exceed maximum scale 2000
ml of the jar.
(2) For speed 6-10 applicable ingredients are ice cubes no more than 200 ml (individual ice cube size no
larger than 20*20 mm) or nuts no more than 250 g. Water should not be added into the jar when grinding
nuts.
Tips: DIY program is suitable for fruit and vegetables only. It does not apply to overly thick ingredients. The
DIY program is composed of no more than 18 steps.The continuous working time for DIY program is no
longer than 10 minutes.
Attention: above criteria apply for ingredients added into the jar under Pulse mode or when rotating dial to
operate the machine.

USE PRECAUTIONS

USE PRECAUTIONS
Make sure the lid is securely placed on the jar if tamper is to be used. Shut down the blender
before placing tamper through the hole of lid, in case of food splashing to cause injures.
DO NOT use other implements to replace the tamper if it is missing, which may otherwise cause
injuries. Please contact local dealer to purchase replacement part.
About measuring cup, lid and seal ring：
Place the measuring cup onto the lid (place measuring cup through the central opening of lid
and twist clockwise to fasten) and place the lid onto the jar securely.
Make sure that the machine is not running before putting the tamper.
The seal ring around the lid is detachable. When cleaning remove seal ring from the lid to
thoroughly clean away residues stuck inside the seal ring and the lid.
Other important precautions：

Warning!
Rotating Blades Can Cause Severe Injury.
DO NOT put hands, spatulas, utensils, etc. into the jar while the blender is running or while the jar
is on the base.
Different tampers and lids match with different jar styles, types and sizes. Use the tamper that is
supplied with your jar and blender.

Stirring ingredient that is fermentative or dry (little water content) for a long time may cause over-heating
and thus trigger overheating protection mechanism built inside the motor. Therefore please start with low
speed and change to high speed if the ingredients are thick or rather dry. If it's still difficult to stir, please
shut down the power, reduce amount of ingredients or add liquid to decrease viscosity.
The motor will stop working when overheated. Unplug the blender and cool down the motor for 45
minutes in a drafty place or in front of a fan.
During the operation, make sure the lid and measuring cup are fastened tightly, in case the food inside
would splash out and cause injuries.
During the operation, DO NOT put hand, any tool (like spoon), or other hard object into the blender jar, in
case of any danger or damage.
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USE PRECAUTIONS
Other important precautions：
When making hot drinks (like soybean milk, rice paste, pottage, etc.), make sure the lid and measuring cup
are fastened tightly, and set the speed from low speed to high speed.
When making sauces (like almond paste, jam, peanut butter or sesame paste, etc.), stuffing, or shell grains,
the volume of ingredients must be among 3 cups to 5 cups; DO NOT operate continuously for a long time,
in case there will be scorched flavor because of overheating. Too many ingredients may also cause
overload, triggering motor’s over-temperature protection.

Cleaning & Maintenance
Please ensure the blender is unplugged before cleaning or maintenance.
DO NOT immerse motor base or power cords into water or any other liquid.
Use soft cloth or sponge to wipe clean the surface of jar. Remove the measuring cup and seal ring before
proceeding to cleaning.
Rinse the jar with clean water after each use. Or you can add 2 cups of clean water (1 L) into the jar, secure
the lid and tap “ PULSE ” to clean.

Please place liquid and soft ingredients first before hard ones like ice cubes.

Lay down the jar horizontally in a drafty place or place it upside down to let it dry naturally. Do not immerse
it entirely in water.

DO NOT remove the jar until the blades come to a full stop. Otherwise it may cause damages to drive
socket.

DO NOT rinse motor base with clean water. Use soft cloth to clean instead.

Please stop the machine once smelling any scorching smell. It may be caused by overload of ingredients or
the fact blades and drive socket are not fully engaged.
It is recommended to operate the machine no more than 30 minutes at a time.
Always disconnect the appliance from the supply if it is left unattended and before assembling, disassembling or cleaning.
This appliance shall not be used by children. Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children
Appliances can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of
experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the
appliance in a safe way and if they understand the hazards involved

Attention:
When drying the machine by placing it in an upside-down position, please wipe away leftover water at the
bottom of the jar. Keep it away from the sink in case of any water dripping into the bottom of the jar and
potentially rusting interior key components like metal bearing.
Warm Prompts:
To thoroughly clean the inside of the jar and leftover dirt on the blades and ensure durability of jar and
blades, it is recommended to add some clean water and lemon into jar, secure the lid and press button
“PULSE” to quick clean for 2-3 times. Pour away water and repeat the step.

Children shall not play with the appliance
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes
throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from
uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of
material resources. To return your used device, please use the return and collection systems
or contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this product for
environmental safe recycling.
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Simple cleaning:
Attention: DO NOT immerse jar into water
1. Add 750 ml clean water and 1-2 lemon slices, tap button “ SAUCE ” (running for 1 min 56s).
2. Pour away dirty water and repeat step no.1.
3. Pour away dirty water and wipe it clean with cloth. Dry the jar in a drafty place.
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PRODUCT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING

Correct way of placing the tamper
Attention:
Above are general problems users may encounter and possible solutions they can adopt. For other
problems with the machine, please contact local after-sales for repair purpose. DO NOT open the
machine and repair by yourself.
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX
Motor base
Jar set
Lid
Measuring cup
Tamper
Power cord with plug
Seal ring(Spare)
User manual with/without other printings

1 unit
1 set
1 unit
1 unit
1 unit
1 unit
1 unit
1 unit

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Model

FGR-8880S

Voltage/Frequency

See rating label on base of product

Rated Power

1400 W

Product Dimensions

18.5*19*49cm
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